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ABSTRACT assignmentofmeasurementerrorsand how you canand
cannotuse informationfrom stabilitymonitoring[(1)

Thispaperdiscussestheprinciplesandpracticeofmeasure- above],toassessmeasurementerrors.We willdescribe
mentcontrolfornondestructiveassay(NDA) instruments, generalclassesoffactorsthatcaninfluencetheprecisionand
The NDA isnotalwaysblessedwiththehighlycontrolled accuracyofNDA measurementsandalsodescribeproven
samples that are assumed in the analytical laboratory. This methods for monitoring instrument stability for specific
adversely affects the use and ap_licabiliW of the historical NDA measurement techniques.
errorinformationfrominstrurncn.stabilitycheckstoestimate
measurement uncertainties for the broad range of sample MODELS
characteristics presented to most NDA instruments. This
paper emphasizes the methods used to perform instrument Physical Models
stability checks and discusses the resulting uncertainty
information that can bederived from these _urements. A physical model of the measurement is necessary to

relate the response of the measuring instrumentto the mea-
INTRODUCTION sured quantity of interest. The instrument developer

attempts to use the physical principlesof the measurement ro
Measurement control (MC) has been in active use in find a fairly simple mathematical expression relating instru-

most measurement disciplines for many years. Its use is so merit response to themeasur_ item's propertiesof interest.
widespread that its principles, practice, and application to
conventional measurement disciplines have been codified in When the measurement principles are fairly simple and
national standards.1 There are also national standardsrelat, well understood, the measured property often has a simple
ing to the application of MC in nondestructive assay linear relationship with the measured response. One exam-
(NDA)2, 3 and a thorough discussion of MC for nuclear pie is the transmission-corrected, passive gamma-ray assay
material accounting. 4 These documents, with perhaps the method practiced in instruments such as the segmented
exception of Ref. 3, are generally based on MC principles gamma-ray scanner (SGS) and the solution assay instrument
developed for and long applied in the analytical chemistry (SAI). In this method the isotope mass M is directly pro-
laboratory. The MC for NDA requires some deparlxa_ from portional to the measured count rate CR of a gamma ray
procedures developed for more classical applications, from the isotope of interest if appropriate physics-based cor-

rections areperformed.Thisrelationcanbe expressedas
The purposeofanMC programistocontrolthequality

of a measurement process. For most measurement pro. M- CFI * CF2 * CR
cesses, this divides into two distinct,but sometimes related,
major tasks: (1)_assuring the stability of the calibration of a where CF 1 and CF2 are correction factors for rate-related
measuren_-ntprocess, and (2) evaluating the uncertaintiesof counting losses and absorption of the measured gamma ray
a measurement from the measurement process in question, within the measured item. The properspecification of these
While there are other considerations involved in MC, we will correction factors makes the difference between a good
concentrate on the two tasks mentioned above. In them we physical model and a poor one, between a good NDA mea-
_._3metimesfred it necessary to depart from some of the prin- surement and a poor one.
ciples embodied in MC standards.

Empirical Models
This paper discusses practical applications of MC prin-

ciples to NDA measurements, primarily neutron- and Sometimes the instrument response cannot be simply
gamma-ray-based measurements. We will discuss the related to the measured quantity of interest. This arises

when the correction factors are not known, not understood,
•This work is supported by the US Department of Energy, or are too complex for easy use. In this case the instrument
Office of Safeguards and Security. response is usually not proportional to the measured quantity



of interest. The calibration curve is nonlinear and we say
that we have an empirical calibration. The instrument is cali-
brated by fitting functions to response data from calibration
standards. These functions sometimes incorporate knowl-
edge of the physi' '_1processes involved in the measurement /
but often are fairly arbitrary functions. Precision

Representative standards assume a greater importance for % RSD
instruments based on empirical models than for those based
on a well understooo physical model.

Error Models

One of the advantages of a physical model is using it to
derive an error model. From the error model, it is hoped that
the uncertainty for ali measurements on all items can be pre-
dicted from the instrument response and any auxiliary mea-
surements associated with the instrument. Statisticians often Conoentration
use simple additive or proportional error models. While
these models are usually understood to be imperfect, they are Fig. I. A typical precision curve (from counting statistics)
often the only available models that are mathematically for a gamn_-rayNDA instrument.
tractable. Even in instruments with well understood physical
models the correction factors are often complex and cannot
be easily modeled to predict errors. Stability checks for measurement systems will often

detect excess system variability arising from causes listed in
the following six areas:The biggest complication usually arises because the error

components are not constant values for ali mcasuced items,
but instead, are complex functions of several parameters.
These complex functions are often either not known or 1. Background Radiation Variations,

require extensive effort to characterize. 2. Measurement Geometry,

Random Errors from Nuclear Counting Statistics 3. Operator,

A unique feature of most radiation-based NDA instru-
ments is the ability to propagate the random errors arising 4. Temperature and Humidity,
from counting statistics to predict the repeatability or preci-
sion of each measurement. The error propagation capability 5. Quality of Electrical Power, and
of NDA methods that use radiation detection is often over-

6. l_tector Doterioration.looked by statisticians trying to predict the total measurement
error for ali measurements on ali samples, lt is insufficient
to make repeated observations on a single item (that is, an
MC standard) and infer that this variability is characteristic These causes generally arise in the environment of the sys-

tem and can usually be successfully controlled.for ali samples. The measurement precision component
from counting statistics is usually a complex function of
many parameters (Fig. 1), parameters often unique to the Causes of measurement variability that arise from charac-
individual item: it is only practical to obtain the measurement teristics specific to the individual items assayed often cannot

be sensed by routine MC stability checks. Many NDA mca-precision uncertainty component directly from the measure-
ment data on each item. The en'or component from counting surerncnt systems incorporate software tests to examine the
statistics is almost always available in modern NDA instru- data from each sample measurement for the presence of

some of the perturbing influences listed in the followingments, lt is easily checked in selected cases with repeated
measurements to give the user confidence that the error items 7 to 14:
propagation was camed out correctly.

SOURCES OF NDA MEASUREMENT 7. Radionuclide Interferences.

VARIABILITY 8. High Radiation Fields.

Nondestructive assay methods may be subject to sources
of variability not common to other measurement methods. 9. Sample Container Size and Composition.
The user's best guide is an NDA mcasutmr_nt expert. Some

10. Mnu'ix Composition.factors that can contribute to measurement variability are
fairly universal and are listed below. These factors are
dividedintotwogroups:thoseoftendetectedbyMC system II.Impurities.
stabilitychecksand thosethatarcmuch more difficultto
sensewithsystemstabilitychecks. 12.SampleHeterogeneity.



13. Sample Density. These concepts are important. Too often one hears
comments to the effect that "These measurements must be

14. lsotopic CompositionofSample. good because the instrument calibration is traceable."
Unfortunately, this is not always true..4, lot of bad mea-
surement practice goes unnoticed in this fashion.

These software tests, called "internal measurement control,"
are an important component of most modem NDA measure- CONTROLLING THE MEASUREMENT
ment systems. The details of internal MC checks are highly PROCESS
specific to each measurement technique and system and will
not be discussed here. We suggest that ali MC programs Monitoring Instrument Stability
should consider the internal checks present in its measure-
ment systems when evaluating measurement system uncer- Assessing the stability of instrument performance is
tainties, often thought of as the entire purpose of MC. Confirmation

that the instrument is performing with the same accuracy and
STANDARDS precision as it was when it was calibrated is indeed a major

factor in assuring quality measurements. However, similar
A measurement system used for accountability should be to the discussion of traceability, stable instrument perfor-

calibrated with standards that are traceable to the national mance is a necessary condition for "good" measurements,
measurement system. It is not enough, however, to use but is not sufficient to assure an accurate measurement on
standards that are traceable to the national measurement sys- every sample.
tem. Other actions must be taken in conjunction with trace-
able standards to assure accurate measurements. The mea- Measurement Bias. A lot of emphasis is placed'on
surement system must be used correctly, both on the start- monitering instrument stability because it is important and
dards and on the unknowns. The standards must be appro- because it is relatively easy to do. Typically, measurement
priate for both the instrument and the unknowns and also bias is monitored with a frequency that may vary from sev-
must be used correctly. This means that the standards eral times a day to weekly. This is usually done by measur-
should be "representative" in ali ways that affect the mea- ing a stable item or counting a source in a reproducible
surement. This does not mean that they always have to geometry. The MC bias measurement frequency is a func-
exactly match the unknowns. Not only is this usually tion of instrument throughput, measurement time, and the
impractical but often it is unnecessary because the instrument historical record of stability. The results are analyzed with
may not be sensitive to certain differences between the standard statistical tests, control charted, and preserved for
standard and the unknown, long-term historical records of instrument performance.

Evaluation of these measurements over an extended time
DOE orders require that "... measureraent methods be yields the instrument's historical standard deviation (HSD),

calibrated using certified reference materials, when available, which is used to assess the significance of instrument drifts
to establish traceability to the national measurement and instabilities. The magnitude of the HSD can be com-
base .... " The only certified reference material (CRM) for pared with the standard deviation predicted from counting
NDA that this author is familiar with is EC NRM statistics alone (most NDA instruments provide good esti-
17I/NBS969, a set of five 200-g U308 standards used for mates of the uncertainty propagated from counting statistics)
the nondestructive determination of the abundance of 235Uin to provide information on the magnitude of other sources of
homogeneous uranium-bearing bulk materials. The lack of random error--the concept of repeatability and reproducibil-
certified standards for NDA is not a significant issue. Most ity.
standards used for NDA are characterized with analytical
instruments that are calibrated with appropriate CRMs appli- Measurement Precision. The instrument repcatabil-
cable to analytical chemistry techniques, ity from counting statistics is also often monitored with a

separate MC precision measurement. This takes the form of
We note that using certified reference materials for cali- repear :.rig measurements without removing the sample or

bration does not, in itself, establish traceability (as implied in source from the measurement system. A chi-squared test
the DOE order above) nor does use of a traceable standard in tells whether the observed variation from the repeated runs is
a calibration assure an accurate calibration or accurate mea- consistent with that predicted from counting statistics alone.
surernents using that calibration. A mathematician might say The predicted uncertainty arising from counting statistics
that traceability is a necessary condition but not a sufficient must be verified before using it in any MC test of instrument
condition for a good standard. Traceability is seldom the precision.
most important fiictor in obtaining a good standard. The
most important factors are (1) a good design that is appro- Other. Measuring or checking the instrument back-
priate for the instrument/technique being calibrated and (2) ground is an important part of the periodic monitoring of
the skill and comrraitment of the person(s) making and char- instrument performance for many measurement systems.
acterizing the standard.

Gamma-ray instruments that use transmission correc-
A standard must be well documented or it will not be tions also need to periodically update the open-beam or

traceable. This documentation must include an uncertainty straight-through measurement of the transmission source.
estimate, a discussion of how this estimate was obtained,
and the meaning of the estimate. Neutron systems often use the MC bias measurement to

automatically adjust the calibration or "normalize" the system
if the MC value falls outside control limits.



MC Sources Two important classes of NDA instruments have histori-
cally used MC sources that are unrelated to the unknowns.

The choice of the MC "source" for use in assessing the Neutron coincidence counters usually use 252Cf sources to
stability of the measurement process is important. Its pri- monitor instrument stability and normalize instrument
mary characteristics must be stability and reproducibility so response; handling of well-characterized PuO2 samples
that it monitors instrument changes and not "'source" affects their density, which changes their response.
changes. The item does not have to be a calibration stan- Gamma-ray-based solution assay systems use a metal foil of
dard, a reference material, or be traceable to the national the assay isotope for their MC checks because SNM solution
measurement system. In some cases it does not have to be standards (if in plastic vials representative of typical
the same SNM as the unknowns or even be SNM at all. lt is unknowns) often change concentration with time as the
important to conftrm that the instrument is performing in the solution matrix diffuses through the walls of the plastic
same manner as when it was last calibrated. If, however, vials. Plutonium solution standards also may be affected by
the MC source is a traceable standard with properties similar radiolysis causing a pressure buildup that could be a safety
to those of the measured unknowns, then additional useful hazard.
information can be obtained that is applicable to the evalua-
tion of IDs and LEIDs and error statements in general. An Table I below lists some typical MC sources used in
MC program that regularly monitors instrument performance common NDA instruments. These technically sound choices
must be able to use either kind of MC source as appropriate for MC sources are well-proven through many years of
for the monitored instrument and must be able to recognize NDA experience. They include both reference materials and
the limitations of the uncertainty information (if any) "sources."
extracted from the MC data.

Control Chart Example
DOE orders state that "Working standards used in a mea-

surement control program, whenever practical, shall be rep- An example of a control chart for monitoring the stability
resentative of the type and composition of the material being of a gamma-ray SAI is shown in Fig. 2; data from an MC
measured when the material matrix affects the measured val- source, measured twice a day for one month, are plotted.
ues." This statement is not technically sound when consid- This is a plot of what is called MC bias data. lt is not actu-
ering the MC purpose of monitoring instrument stability and ally measuring assay bias; it is only charting the drift of the
this author would suggest that in some cases it is not practi- calibration because the uranium-metal-foil MC source does
cal to use such a working standard. While such a represen- not represent the solution samples. For instruments that use
tative working standard provides uncertainty information that "sources" (foils or californium) instead of samples for MC,
might not otherwise be available, it may be unsuitable for the procedure is to evaluate the "source strength" at the time
use in control charting measurement results for the purpose of calibration and then monitor for changes. A new calibra-
of detecting instrument stability effects alone, tion will result in a new "source strength" even though the

iJ,s ,, I I II IIII

Table I. Proven MC sources

ResultsusedforError

Instrument Souzr_ Source Stability Tr'aceabilitl¢ Statements

SGS Calibrationstandard yes, densitychange yes, if MC source is a probably
compensatedf_ by calibrationstandard
transmission
measurement

SAI ..... Metal foil _l'es no , , probably not

Plutonium Isotopic Stable plutonium with yes ixobably yes
Measurement known isotopic

Uranium Enrichment Infinitely thick yes not neededbut easily probably
uraniumsample , available ,

X-ray Fluon_sce.tr_ Metal foil yes no probably not ,.

Densitom.e.t_ Metal foil , yes , no , probabl_¢

Passive Neutron 2s2Cf _ yes, known deca),rate no , , , probablynot
Coincidence Cotmtm_ PuO_ ,, no, densi_ chan[_es , ma_,be pmbabl_,

Active WellCoincidence Am-Li built-in yes)knowndeca_,rate no no
Countin_ , uraniumsample yes , prubabi}, ,, probabl),

252Cf Shuffler Calibrationsumdmd pnYoably yes, if calibrationstandard Ixobably
.......... _9_I_not needto be



10.25 time period. Second, because the observed variability
matches that predicted by propagated counting statistics,
there appears to be no additional significant sources of ran-

10.20 Mean± 2 $ta der dom error other than counting statistics during this time
period. Third, because of the above agreement, the propa-

10.15 I _ i, gated counting statistics algorithms are validated and the
_r/I ,. )/_. r.._ _d,,l_]/d,_- [, 7 ..i__,_I T, variability from counting statistics can be estimated from the

10.10 _/_ 'l'lttzl_l'r/_I_Ir '_'I_P.u'q _'r_ l_,_,z__" T T propagated error from each measurement. (lt is important toce do additional validations for a few different samples, but" T I ffu these need not be extensive.) A fourth item to note, as
,_ 10.05 [ explained above, is that this MC chart tells the user nothing

I0.00 L I about measurement bias.
Internal MC

................................

9"950........i"0......2'()' 30 40 50 60 The softwareinmany NDA instrumentshasbuilt-intcsts
Run No. or checks on instrument performance that not only monitor

instrument performance on a sample-to-sample basis but can

Fig. 2. A typical control chart for measurement bias from a also identify samples that may not be appropriate for the
stable measurement system using a nonrepresentative MC calibration in use or even for the measurement technique it-

self. This is called internal MC. These tests depend on the
"source." instrument and technique.

source doesn't physically change. The way that the effective In Table II below, the frequency for the MC options is a
"source strength" changes after a calibration gives the user recommended minimum. Circumstances may allow or
additional insight into the uncertainty component arising require more frequent checks.

from calibration. Ali the above tests aside, the best assurance for quality

In Fig. 2 the error flags on each point are 0.13% [1 measurements comes from a well trained, committed, and
relative standard deviation (RSD)] representing only the observant operator who will use the instrument correctly and
propagated counting statistics. The standard deviation of the optimally. Contrary to popular belief, the operator still has
distribution of the 57 data points, taken over one month, is not been completely removed as a factor in NDA measure-ments.
0.133% (1 RSD), in nearly exact agreement with that pre-
dicted from the analysis software. These data illustrate sev-
eral points. First, there is no evidence of any drift over this

Table II. TypicalMC ChecksonModemNDA Insmunents

Inst]" So_r_ Meas Thin Update Check Norm Prnc Checks

SGS dilute,homogenous daily 2/wk I/wk 2/wk I/mo allrneas
calibrationsmtzlard

SAI metal foil dail), Z/wk 1/wk 2./wk 1/mo ali meas

Plutonium stable,plutonium metalor lack _ ,til mcas
Isotopic oxide

Ur__'um "_ick"uraniummetalof daily I/wk daily I/mo allmeas
Enrichment oxide

X-Ray metalfoil daily Z/wk I/wk 2/wk I/mo allmeas
Fluofescem_

Dcnsitot_u_" metalfoil daffy _wk l/mo ali m_

PNCC 252Cf daily daily daily daily ali meas

AWCC Am-Li daily daily daily all meas
252Cf daily daily daily allmcas

252Cf calibrabonstandard daily I/wk I/mo allmess
Shuffler



ASSESSING THE MEASUREMENT PROCESS of these topics is a full time job for many safeguards profes-
sionals. It is appropriate, however, to mention that some

One must look at the entire measurement system/mate- components of the measurement uncertainty are best esti-
rial category combination to accurately assess measurement mated by means removed from the statistical analysis arena.
uncertainty for each measured item. Such an assessment There is a growing body of opinion in the field of metrology
might involve setting up a matrix for each instrument/mate- that measurement uncertainties should be divided into two
riai category combination, categories: Type A errors that are evaluated by conventional

statistical procedures, and Type B errors that are evaluated
by other means. "Other means" often invokes the expert

Instrument XYZ judgment of persons knowledgeable in the measurement in
question.

Uncertainty_
It is not possible to simply represent the error or uncer-

tainty of a measurement method or technique with a single
Standards xxx number (or even two numbers representing random and

systematic errors). General classes of measurement errorsCalibration xxx may be broad functions of the measurement method or tech-
Repeatability xxx nique, but each individual NDA measurement or sample has

its own unique error arising from the many sources dis-
Reproducibility xxx cussed in this report. Evaluation of errors for each mea-
Systematic errors surement is not simple or easy but it must be acknowledged

to be the goal of each MC&A system. Accountability prac-
tices that assign a single error to an entire method or tech-

, xxx nique must be recognized as being deficient and improved
methods that address ali available error information should

• xxx be implemented.
Material Category A xxx

SUMMARY
Material Category B xxx

• xxx In summary we note the most important points discussed
in this paper.• XXX

• Most discussions of MC and most of the national
standards dealing with this discipline are based onSometimes the counting statistics (repeatability) are an

important part of the total measurement uncertainty, but sel- principles developed for the analytical chemistry lab-oratory. The nature of NDA makes it necessary todora do they constitute the majority of the measurement
uncertainty. The most difficult part of the measurement depart from this "conventional wisdom" in several
uncertainty _o understand and predict is the bias caused by areas.
sample-dependent effects. These effects are seldom quanti-
fied by routine MC stability measurements because the • The principal purposes of MC for NDA are to assure
effects of true unknown samples (particularly heterogeneous the stability of the measurement process and to obtain
scrap and waste of little known chemical composition) upon as much information as possible to assist in evaluat-
the instrument response cannot be modeled, in general, and ing measurement uncertainties.

biases arising from such measurements arc extraordinari!y • The errors in complex NDA instruments cannot be
difficult to quantify, lt is not practical, or indeed even pos- accurately modeled, in general, because error com-
sible, to have "representative standards" for these materials ponents arc complex functions of many variables.
in many instances. The most severe variations arise from sample-depen-

One error category will often dominate. This informa- dent effects that we are not able to model at this time.
tion can then be used to indicate where to concentrate efforts
at reducing the uncertainties. The same analysis can also , The random errors on each measurement arisingfrom nuclear counting statistics arc almost alwaysshow that extensive effort to quantify minor errors is not available on NDA instruments. After their correct-
warranted, ness has been validated at the time of installation,

A real-world analysis is even more difficult than the they may be used to estimate this error component
above matrix implies because few error components can be on each assay. This information is not as widely
characterized with a single number. There may be several used as it should be.

sample- or measurement-related parameters that influence the • Measurement variability can arise from manyvalues of a _ven error component. sources. Some sources of measurement variability

Exhaustive discussion of these general uncertainty cate- can be detected and quantified by using MC instru-
gories is beyond the scope of this document. Consideration ment stability data. The often severe sources of mea-suremcnt variability arising from individual sample

effects usually cannot be sensed or quantified by MC
stability checks.



• Internal MC is common in modern NDA instru- * Measurement systems that use MC sources that are
ments. This important feature can flag poor quality not representative working standards generally can
data that would lead to a bad assay and also identify only monitor the calibration stability of the instru-
samples that may be unsuitable for the measurement ment. Little additional information is available to
technique, assist in assigning uncertainties to the measurement

of unknown samples.
• The traceability of a standard alone does not assure a

quality standard. The most important factors in • The assessment of measurement uncertainties for the
obtaining a good standard are a good design suitable case of the arbitrary sample is both an art and a
for the instrument/technique and the skill and exper- science. Some uncertainty components can be eval-
tise of those who fabricate it. uated by conventional statistical techniques while

other components (so-called Type B errors) must be
• Certified Reference Materials are not available for evaluated by other means usually involving the

most NDA measurement methods. However, they expert judgment of knowledgeable measurement
are seldom needed because most NDA standards are personnel.
characterized by traceable analytical chemistry tech-
niques. • Accountability practices that assign a single error to

an entire method or technique must be recognized as
• The monitoring of NDA instrument stability is being deficient. Improved methods should be

widely applied and well developed. The specific implemented that address ali available error informa-
methods depend on the instrument, technique, or tion, while recognizing that each individual NDA
both. Both precision and bias stability are moni- measurement has a unique uncertainty.
tored.
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